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Xfinity voice vote

I am, of course, a presidential election junkie. I listen to debates, I listen to experts and projections, and I watch flashbacks until each state turns red or blue. But I doubt I'd have enjoyed the process so much if I hadn't voted. When I punched my ballot and wore the I Voted tag, a slight weight lifted off my shoulders, knowing that I had done everything in my democratic power to put
the desired candidate in office. But why do I feel like such a saint when 1 in 60 million of my vote has a chance to make a real difference in the presidential election? By investigating this question, it beed that voting is a product of sociocultural, biological and psychological factors that are much more complex than the act of pulling an arm or checking the box. Some people are
literally wired to show at polling stations, while others avoid unapologetically. In any case, it remains one of the most irrational habits we protect, always pouring into the American voting system, for effort and money. Related Articles Blais, Andre and Rheault, Ludovic. Optimisms and skeptics: Why do people believe in the value of their one vote? Selection Studies. Volume 30,
Issue 01. March 2011. (13 June 2012) Charles Q. Genetics of Politics. Scientific American. 14 October 2007. (13 June 2012) Andrew; Silver, Nate; And Edlin, Aaron. What are the chances that your vote will make a difference? National Bureau of Economic Research. August 2009. (13 June 2012) Satoshi. Why Are People Voting? I'm Psychology Today. 08 November 2009. (13
June 2012) Satoshi. Why Are People Voting? II Psychology Today. November 22nd, 2009. (June 13, 2012) Satoshi. Why Are People Voting? III Psychology Today. November 29, 2009 (June 13, 2012) Christopher. Why are you voting? Psychology Monitor. American Psychological Association. June 2008. (June 13, 2012) Catherine. Vote 'Will Make a Difference' Odds New York
Times. October 31st, 2008. (June 13, 2012) Over the years, we've seen plenty of singing competition shows - but none of them have quite caught up with us like The Voice. Since the show began, the song has been a hopeful opportunity The ultimate prize against each other is for a shot: a record deal and a $100,000 cash prize. And they don't have to increase their singing alone
when they're accepted into the show during blind auditions. They get a (very famous) trainer to show them to help guide them through the whole process. Now, on the 15th season of The Voice, Here is a quick summary of who is working as well as how they can vote when they appear next season. Top 4: Blake Shelton has been a threat to win since this country rocker Blake
Shelton selected him as part of the first team, and certainly didn't disappoint in his final performance. The Mercury News reminds us that the cover of the Sweet Home Alabama song is what we expect from the star and that he received a standing ovation for the performance. As for his original song Humana, this hit was also impressive for Blake. Delbert McClinton's duet, Two
Bottles of Wine, was satisfying, but fans don't know if he'll go first. Kirk Jay Coach: Blake Shelton is another singer for Team Blake who is running to win's Kirk Jay. He began the night with an emotional country ballad, GoldDerby notes, and he also received a standing ovation from the judges. For his duet with Blake, he and Blake performed You Look So Good In Love by George
Strait - another ballad kirk best known for plucking. The solo cover performance was also a cover performance of Rascal Flatt's I Won't Let Go. Overall, his performances were first class, and he played his strengths. Chevel Shepherd Coach: Kelly Clarkson She may only be 16, but chevel shepherd hasn't stopped yet. The Mercury News reminds us that with a big voice this little
singer tanya Tucker's It's a Little Too Late started her off the night - a country classic that suits her well. His duet with coach Kelly Clarkson on The Judds' Rockin' With the Rhythm of the Rain and his original song Broken Hearts were also too strong for chevel. A lot of people think you can handle the whole competition, but we'll just have to wait and see. Kennedy Holmes Coach:
Jennifer Hudson While the other three contestants are not afraid to sing with a little twang, 14-year-old Kennedy Holmes walks out the door for Team Jennifer with an original song, Love is Free, GoldDerby says. It's not a ballad, it's a fun and cheerful melody that drives the audience. As for the duet, she was voiced by Home Stephanie Mills with Jennifer, who was also a fan
favorite of the night. Finally, he closed his episode with a cover of Demi Lovato's Confident. How do you vote? there are multiple ways you can use it for the seasons to come. How to: Voice official app and NBC.com It is possible to vote NBC.com online when it comes to choosing the next Voice candidate, but if you are a true fan of the show, it is best to download the free app. Not
only does the app allow you to vote every week, but you can also get songs made, coaches also tweet, and build a team of their own, says Country Living. If you haven't downloaded it yet, it's worth it for next season. Twitter If you are a Twitter user, Heavy recommends using this route to vote for your vote. @NBCTheVoice, set your profile to public, and send a tweet with the
contestant's hashtag to show support. If you have Apple Music Apple Music, you can help your favorite artist get out by releasing their songs. Country Living explains that the contestant with the most streams through Apple Music receives an Apple Music Bonus, and the number of streams on their eligible songs is fivekats. For an Apple ID, you can stream songs from the artist up
to 10 times per artist. Do you have an Xfinity X1 set-top box of Xfinity X1 Voting? When the program is broadcasting, you can vote for your vote by following the desired instructions on the screen or an hour after the show. You can vote no more than 10 times per artist for an Xfinity account. Browse Cheat Sheet on Facebook!  Company: Bigstep.comAge: Title Held for 27Has:10
monthsPrevious Title: Web producer/editorDerce: BA, Vassar CollegeWeb has a terrible lot of noise. If you want your listeners to hear you first and fore, you need a strong, clear voice. Alicia Dougherty Bigstep.com voice for the new project (also known as the former Springfield Project). It is responsible for the content of this young Web outfit that helps small businesses become e-
businesses. Every word on our site should help to create a positive user experience. We have many engineers and designers who have made Bigstep what it is. My job is to explain what our site is capable of in plain English. How do you hear that? The great thing about working at Bigstep is that there is no struggle to be heard. We all have a say in the decisions that are made.
Everyone here works in the same office space as the CEO. We all have a voice. Have you ever listened to the sound? The ear is just as important as the sound. I need to be able to listen to our target audience. Communication on the Web is a two-way process. Last week Friends members and Fast Company readers, writers and friends invited the company to use this site as a
tool to connect with each other, to explore ways to help each other, and express their feelings in the aftermath of a world-shattering tragedy. We were amazed by the outpouring of support and resistance. visible from the global Fast Company community. Friends members the company is opening their homes for stranded travelers - within hours, 43 volunteers in 19 states had
offered homes to people who could not get back home. They organize blood drives and car pools, develop websites to help people find loved ones and keep track of the developments of rescue efforts. They offer coaching and consulting services and collaborate on relief efforts. Meanwhile, Fast Company readers from Australia to Denmark have been sending messages of support
and distrust - confirming that the world stands as opposed to this fear. Friends Members Company How Fast Company William Edwin SwingBishop Of Fast Company Of The Episcopal Diocecese on Wednesday night, a day after the terrorist attacks, Right Reverend William Edwin Swing addressed a congregation of Christians, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists and members of other
religions in an interfaith service of national mourning at San Francisco's Grace Cathedral. Swing, who's fast was featured in 2000, the United Religions Initiative, the United Nations.Citing the founder of an international interfaith group inspired by the justification for the history of the tragedy - September 11, 2001 - that the ultimate 911 call to Tuesday's attacks was for our humanity,
the United States and all religious beliefs. An excerpt from his sermon reads: This must be what we call religious bigotism. We need to stop swearing at each other and start blessing each other. We must stop killing and persecuting people in the name of God. When a religious group announces its spiritual superiority over other religious groups, we must object. And we must come
together to find a common profession for religions to work for the common good. What if the horrors of the fields of death in Cambodia, the horrors of the Balkans and the horrors of Sudan are related to the horrors in New York, Washington and Pennsylvania? What if there's a family of people and we're all related? What if the people of the United States find security not only in
tighter restrictions, but in closer human ties to people who hate us? What if there is religious unity in common values and spiritual desires? There is a desire, not a religion, to come together to see what gifts faiths can give to a world in ashes. September 11, 2001 was a 911 call by the end of the day with a more united humanity, a smarter United States and the more resourceful
United Religions. Fast Company EmployeesKeith H. HammondsKidemli editor, there's a scene I've never forgotten from the old film Poseidon Adventure. Ernest Borgnine and Shelly Winters and small group deck as much as fight The hull is overturned in the right liner and the passengers begin to meeting - the first dozens, then hundreds - gradually filing the other way. They look
like ghosts, and of course they're cursed. That's what Manhattan looked like yesterday. Thousands of people walked by me as I walked down Third Avenue. They walked out of town because there was no other way to go and there was nothing else to do. Some, it was obvious, already had three miles of travel through the financial zone: masks hanging around their necks or, a
few, triage labels. One man, his shirt opened three buttons and the askew tie, eyes blank, was dredged in white with ash. These were ghosts. Ghosts held cell phones to their ears. Bound by a strange intimacy, they are knotted in front of TV sets in bank windows and around a city truck - the city crier - with its radio in full blast. Holding hands, a couple suddenly slowed down and
then pulled into a shop entrance to hug and cry. They looked back, down Third Avenue, and saw a mountain of left-leaning mushrooms blooming into our perfect blue sky of gray smoke. This image wasn't indelible, and it will remain so. He said it's not a TV movie, it's wrenching reality control. I walked across the city for an interview that wasn't canceled for various reasons. The
streets leading to the city center were empty from traffic. Downtown was no longer a possibility. Amid the incidental conversations and overheard remarks, one man asked how to get a ferry to Staten Island. The answer is, you can't. Was. A cop specifically told no one it wasn't going to end here. This was a city with nowhere to go. But at 3:00, when I walked out of my meeting,
downtown Manhattan was almost empty. Trains and subways were running; Ghosts had found cover, comfort or escape. Street vendors had escaped and most of the shops were locked up. Frighteningly, in an absurging way, several foreign tourists took pictures of each other outside Rockefeller Center. This morning, we took our kids to the playground. School's been canceled.
The kids are downstairs giggling in our suburban house right now. Another great good day, like yesterday. I'm holding a clumsy in my desk drawer. Part of James Reston's New York Times in 1984. What McCormick wrote just before he died is that no matter what happens, the world will continue to renew itself, and humanity will find reasons to live in wars, government, revolution
and constants that survive all historical changes. Everywhere, the last things are more amazing than the things that have passed ... I love this paragraph - today, perhaps, more than ever. What happened is sinking now, and I'm on the verge of tears looking at the front page of the newspaper or reading the news online. I'll cry next time. I'm flying from Washington to LaGuardia. If
you used to be lucky, the plane used to go down in Manhattan. The plane banks to the right, and it looks like you can reach out and graze the antennae at the top of the World Trade Center towers. It was unbelievable. It's amazing and overwhelming now you'll have to look down and see ... nothing - and mourning. And yet: No matter what ... As we mourn and mourn, we rediscover
what drives. We're holding our capacity for surprise. We're going to rebuild. Because basically, that's all we know. Paul JudgeSenior editor All morning long, feelings of powerlessness and despair continue to grow. Now, as the afternoon approaches, the task before us is to meet the children getting off the bus and explain how the world is shattered, without somehow scaring them.
On another day, on a sunny afternoon you will lift the souls of the children who enjoy both parents waiting for them and open the next few hours into a holiday. But they quickly feel our sadness and still grow as they try to understand the horrors of the day. We find ourselves going back and forth between controlling our emotions and expressing our anger, perhaps not the most
useful way to guide a 7-year-old and 11-year-old girl (3-year-old happily chirping, Don't Cry! Don't cry!, imitate a familiar chorus). But when we stroke hands to understand what happened as a family, the magnitude of tragedy grows in an moment, and we must equip us to at least recognize evil, at least through a wave of anger and grief. Is there going to be a war? Hannah asks on
the verge of tears. Our oldest daughter knows from the books that she reads the results of that word. We're trying to qualify again: absolutely, it's a battle. But the war against whom? We can't describe an enemy to them, which increases confusion and fear that someone from a distant place might hate us so much. They were crazy, tell us kids. Again, not too much comfort. There's
no TV, but radio, we decided, could bring these events into our home in a more measured way. As a reporter in New York describes the ordeal of the eMT, driving their vehicle over the bodies, Hannah comes out of the room crying. After Kate, for the first time, takes the depth of our sadness and starts crying again, this time in real tears. He's asleep in our bed. Later, as I take him
to his room, he asks me a sleepy question with the deep practicality of a 7-year-old boy: When so many people die, do they bury them one by one, or do they serve them all at the same time? How many times does the bottom of my heart fall today? I wake up with the pain I carry to bed. An hour before dawn, I'm lying in the dark and I hear planes take off. Airports are still closed.
Air Force base - the only noise of the jets at that time, I'm sure. One, then another five minutes later, then a third. I'm sending silence after the roar that's been pulled back. Protect my children, I ask. But how? Ian WylieContributeing editor I just wanted to add my voice of sympathy and support on this side of the Atlantic. We've had our share of terrorist attacks in britain and Ireland
in recent years, but there's nothing that doesn't come close to that devastating dimension, and we can only imagine the shock, an agony and pain you're going through right now. I watched the horrors with my colleagues in The Guardian in London yesterday and I can tell you that the media's condemnation of the attacks is universal here and in the rest of Europe. Our thoughts are
with you and those who have lost family and friends. I hope and pray that you all get the strength you need to help you in the coming days. William TaylorFounding editorThis has been a day of deep sadness, some relief and a tiring feeling of despair about where things are going, for me and my family. Don't relax first. We spent the morning desperately trying to communicate with
a dear friend. In the hope that he was fine, but with little hope that our phone calls would ever reach him, we took him to his mobile phone and found out that he was in the second tower of the World Trade Center when he collapsed and was pulled to a safe place by some of his colleagues. We're thrilled. Then sadness. Earlier this afternoon, in a phone call with our friend, my wife
brought our oldest daughter to preschool. There she learned that one of our daughter's teachers, a wonderful woman, had a daughter, a son-in-law and a future granddaughter (her daughter was pregnant) in Boston-L.A. missed flight. They were going to L.A. for the wedding. No one deserves such a loss, especially a gentle soul like this teacher. We're so crushed. What does all
this mean? It's just, I'm afraid, that we're in a world where every sci-fi nightmare we dream of will come true. What's next? The question is not whether a terrorist can release chemicals into the water supply of a major city. Maybe you can build shields for intercontinental missiles. No one is safe from evil in people's hearts. What's happening as a columnist and writer is so sickening.
6 minutes after the first plane entered the tower. When I left a meeting downtown an hour later, the magnificent towers were gone. I can't tell you how horrible it is. look up and see nothing; it's worse than seeing something bad you can imagine. I can't even talk about the dead. People lined up in supermarkets to buy water, fearing the water supply was vulnerable. The New York
press says the city is on full-scale terrorist alert. The only effect I noticed from my apartment was the constant ambulance coming to St. Vincent's, a major trauma center a block away. But the sun is beautiful today, and the white dust spilling out is almost angel-like. The psalms say that when God blesses the world, he covers it with snow. That's creepy. It's like everything's the
other way around. Fara WarnerSenior writer I was walking around the supermarket today, trying to do something other than listen to the radio, my cell phone rang. He was one of my oldest and dearest friends calling from the Upper West Side. 102nd Street on Wall Street. He was in a conference room at J.P. Morgan Chase Headquarters in Lower Manhattan. As many people I
feared watched, the second plane crashed into the second World Trade Center tower. I'm still waiting for the words of my former colleagues at the Wall Street Journal. When I was working downtown, I went through those two buildings every day for a year. I hope my friends are as lucky as Scott. They parted ways in Grand Central, searched their way home. Scott housed a new
intern with him because he had only arrived in New York two weeks ago and was in New Jersey.Here in Detroit, here, shopping malls are closed, Ford and GM are closed and the streets are filled - I'm sure they are everywhere in the U.S. - with people on cellphones and listening carefully to their radios in their cars. Be safe, I hope all your friends in New York and Washington, DC
are home and safe. Anni Layne RodgersKidemli Web editorBen rarely sleeps on red-eye flights to the West Coast, but Monday night's cross-country trip was particularly boring and unpleasant. On my way back to Boston after a long weekend in California, I landed at Logan International Airport around 6:30 a.m. on Tuesday morning — about the same time armed terrorists arrived
to hijack American Airlines Flight 11 and United Airlines Flight 175. I climbed into bed for a preliminary work nap at home, these same terrorists were walking towards a plane parked right next to United 757 I left just an hour ago. Shortly before 10:00, when my husband called, I woke up with a start. He said not to leave the house. Terrorists are bombing America. They hit the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. It's not safe out there. I. I understand, but I agreed to stay here. Then I turn on the computer. CNN.com one of the planes hijacked in the crash was reportedly take off from Logan. I felt bile rise in my throat and I almost got blocked. When I frantically searched for my family in Santa Cruz, my tears began. Busy. Busy. Busy. Ten minutes later,
my mother reached out to me. Boston hadn't heard about his connection yet, and he promised to call grandma with the news that I was safely here. First, after crying a lot, of course. What I feel today is mixed with relief, sadness and disbelief. My heart goes out to the innocent travelers who lost their lives in this cowardice. I'll never forget them, or the day I escaped the sky just in
time. Friends Members On behalf of James ShawCoordinator of the Friends CoF groupof Friends London, I offer our deepest condolences to you and our deepest condolences to the members of our sister groups. We are appalled and hope that you and those close to you are safe. A significant part of Friends London comes from New York, DC and the wider US or often travels
there, and there are friends, colleagues and relatives there. Many, if not all, of us here have been personally affected by this terrible event. If there's anything we can do, no matter how small, please let us know. Craig KempfMelbourne, Florida With all the talk about the economic impact of this tragedy, I hope cof members, business, private investors, the nation and the world can
minimize any long-term impact. I, for one, do not want to give satisfaction to why this is a responsible recession - and I have heard of multiple experts stating this possibility as very real. Every day we are faced with opportunities, choices and decisions. At times like this, our real priorities come out. I hope we can all focus on these priorities. Every day I challenge you all to make a
difference. Get a chance to do something to make this world a better place. Nothing dramatic; It's the little things that matter. 39,000 members can make a difference. Like all of us, I'm angry and sad. My only hope is that something good will result in this act of violence that should be condemned. Ed SternWashington was outside when we saw the explosion at the DCI Pentagon.
One thing I'll remember, even after 18 years of emergency management experience. It's scary to see F18s flying around the city. I attach a note written by the CoF group coordinator, volunteer coordinator of the David PolinchockNew York group, and I thought I'd pass it on to the whole group. Eric Butterworth, in his book Spiritual Economics, talks big about our attitude that makes
this difference, not what's going on, what's going on. For a while now, we've been When will the economy change and when will it recover? Every day we ask when the street will be back. We forgot we were on the street. We're the ones who can create the positive space that makes the changes happen. Now, more than ever, it's time for us to create this positive space. It's not
something that makes us think we should take a nap. This is a tragic and devastating event that costs untold lives and financial losses. But never before has the need for quick thinkers been greater. It's our fight. It's easy to be a fast company when things are going well and the market just seems to be going up. The real test of fast companies, fast people and quick thinkers is to be
able to stay fast in the face of such a tragedy. As the nation's largest CoF group and clearly one of the most affected, the New York group must face the challenge and take responsibility. There are many members of the New York group who are senior management for large corporations - how can corporate America help change the thinking by taking over and thinking about the
recession that threatens us even more? What resources do you need and how can Friend Company help? Besides, there's a lot of free agents in our group. What are your needs and how can we help? As a group, we must rise to the challenges of this tragedy and help those in need. And to know about those who need help in this group or others who need help, please let us
know. My prayers and thoughts are with those who suffered yesterday. I also pray to stay quick in the face of this kind of loss and show those responsible for this attack that we are determined, then from the usual, america.a New York reader falls all day in my garden of burnt notes, documents and letters - a terrible hell ticker-tape trail. The house was covered in dust, and we felt
every blow - planes hitting, buildings falling - two miles and a river away. My daughter actually saw the second plane crash into the World Trade Center and then the explosion from science class. What an image to carry for life. I can tell you close to Washington, DCAs, my company's New York team is done. Like most international airlines, our primary global switching center is
four blocks from the World Trade Center. It was evacuated this morning, and now we're tracking down the last team members. Our friends in DC are near Dulles Airport in the data center and they're fine. We are currently interested in keeping international telephone routes for anyone trying to call them to or out of the US - a huge success as we can't get into the center to do
physical maintenance, and when they cut power to lower Manhattan by more than a few hours, battery backup will be used. connects and passes to go offline. There's only one major international facility north of 14th Street. The world's largest concentration of international audio provider facilities is within a radius of WTC 12 blocks, so we expect it will be very difficult to place an
international call in the next three to five days. Michael NeelyBirmingham, AlabamaFirst, my heart, condolences and condolences to all those directly affected in New York and DC. I watched this piece of earth's history before my eyes, unable to believe it. Secondly, this has been an interesting day, and I'm watching our great nation nearly brought to a standstill. A day of infamy
has been overshadowed. For the first time since 1812, our nation's mainland has been the target of a military-style offensive. There are no planes in our skies; On Main Street, Americans have fear in their hearts; there is no clear enemy, politically or militarily. From what I've seen, this is an attempt to shake up world financial markets and bring the world's big business machine to
a standstill. This is a highly coordinated, synchronized act of war (whatever our media or political leaders can call it). I don't mind discussing the religious consequences of the reasons for this attack. Maybe it was religious, maybe it was a 5,000-year-old regional conflict, maybe it was a protest. This was absolutely insane, an act that probably took the lives of thousands of innocent,
American civilians and possibly hundreds of military people. I am not a religious man, but we must pray, no matter how we choose, so that the families and friends of those who are missing can find peace and solace when they are suffering. We have to remember our past. Our great country has been attacked before. We bonded, rose for a common cause, and as a people, we
overted ad boredom. Our great nation has experienced this before, despite this being an attack on our mainland, our civilian people and our proudest symbols of prosperity, freedom and opportunity for all. This is a time when Americans show our courage, strength and determination. This is a time when our tymny, character and torsm shine. This is a time when we need to restore
our way of life as quickly and efficiently as possible. Terrorism is designed to create terror, instill fear in a population and stop a nation. In some ways, it's a psychological battle. Our common enemy is fear now. If we allow fear to dominate our way of life, the way we do business, our great nation, then the purposes of terrorists. Successful. We have to rebuild, rebuild and revitalize.
We must continue to live freely in our nation of opportunity. We need to dig deep and remember the principles on which our great nation - was founded in pursuit of life, freedom and happiness. We're Americans. We must persevere. Andrea BermanWashington, DC We were almost surprised. I can't tell you anything else. I was thinking about cancelling a planning meeting
scheduled for tomorrow night for the leadership group or not, probably going to cancel it but I was thinking - what am I thinking of reacting as people who want to do something? We have a state of emergency in Washington, and we're not supposed to go out right now. But there's a call for blood donors - volunteers for blood banks can't get into town from their suburbs - so I was
thinking when I was trying to help. I probably can't give blood because of the international travel and preparation taken in the last few years. I'm trying to figure out if there are any ways to be part of the service and confusion ... My younger brother logan was supposed to fly out to the West Coast today attached to the West Coast - luckily he had booked a midday flight, so the
airport was already closed. Jewish tradition means that God prevails when you hear of someone's passing — all I can understand here is that God does. There's no other way to find out. It's hard to stay inside when I want to do something. Do you go to the National Cathedral and have a prayer vigil? It's an emergency, and it needs to be off the streets. I believe this community is
much larger and more family than other network groups. Here in DC, As in New York, there should be members whose lives and ways of thinking have changed - our jobs, our attitudes ... It's hard to know what to do - I don't want to go about business as usual, I'm glad we're all taking a break, but how do we go on knowing that others have acute crises? On the contrary, is it
important? Peter ReesVancouver, British Columbia Unification Mantra, sons of the Mankeks are one, and I unit with them. I love, not hate, I do not serve and do full service, I am looking to heal not harm. May it bring the reward of pain, light and love. Let the soul control the external form, life and all events, and let us reveal the love that lies beneath time. Let the vision come and
let there be insight. The future will come up. The show-off of inner unity and the disappearing of the outer cleavage. May love prevail. Everybody love it. [ Go back to the top ] How helpStranded Travelers Company friend members began offering local assistance, guidance and housing for travelers stranded at airports and foreign cities during air travel across the country. If you
want to be added to this directory as a supporter, heath@fastcompany email heath@fastcompany.comU.S. Emergency Aid Separ .com CharityWave For those who don't know me, I CharityWave.com to work for the country - a free charity service. I know how all the folks in this city (and cities across America) can help and try to decide how to serve at this difficult time. Our team is
dedicated to U.S. emergency relief efforts on the homepage of our website when trying to lend a hand, and we offer three ways to help individuals:1. We ask that you support ongoing relief efforts in New York; Washington, DC; and Pittsburgh. Donations can be as little as $5 and can be made through our partner United Way International money. Individuals can donate in memory
or honor of a loved one or someone who goes beyond a call of duty (NYPD, FDNY, Medical Personnel, etc.). As an example, I made two donations, one in memory of FDNY firefighters and one in memory of my brother Mike Separ, who worked for the NYPD and spent last night digging through the rubble to find survivors.2. We ask that you forward this letter to people you know
who are interested in funding.3. We ask your employer .com a link to CharityWave on their homepage or intranet site. A link on the Intranet site gives employees the opportunity to give it to them while the link on the home page helps us spread the word. If you are interested in following this, which may be the strongest way to help, please give me a ring, and you can discuss the
easiest way to do it. Everyone at CharityWave would like to thank you sincerely for any assistance you may provide, and if anyone is considering other ways we can serve these cities, please let us know. Best Wishes, Bob Separ, marketing manager, CharityWave.com rsepar@wavesys.com 212-261-3186Coordination SupportSerge le Scourarnec Montclair, New JerseyEylem
time. An hour ago, I spoke to David Polinchock, coordinator of the New York band. We agreed that we need to coordinate our efforts to help all Friend Company members, friends and families in need of help and support among three groups of New York, Montclair and Morristown. Probably Friday evening or Saturday morning - we intend to have a meeting with people from all
three groups before the weekend. We will assess needs and see how we can help people with food, shelter, clothing and temporary space for their work needs. I set up a page of yahoogroups for cofmontclair in the same model as cofcoordinators. We can use this as a central means of communication. You can call me between 3:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. at 973-744-4745. Vann
Schaffner of Albuquerque, New Mexico Mexico
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